SERVITIZATION,
REMOTE MONITORING
& ANALYSES
“The road to new business models, SMART
maintenance, higher productivity and an
innovative sustainable future.”

‘New Businessmodels’
Why your service
should be SMART

The value of your asset is determined
by its capability, the cost of ownership

The end user market is changing. Mainte-

and reliability. All three factors can be

nance tasks are outsourced, in-house

influenced during design and operation.

stock is reduced and relay the supply
chain, machines are increasingly seen as a

New technologies like IIoT*, SMART sensoring and mobile technology enable
machine builders to more eﬀectively anticipate on machine failure, usage and
weak spots.
Assets equipped with a means of status
monitoring have already proven to improve
availability, increase machine pricing and

exchangeable asset with a certain capability, reliability and cost.
Machine builders need to be innovative
and develop SMART concepts for service
and improvement of machine capabilities
to stay ahead of the market.
- Create new business models

reduce maintenance costs.

- Reduce unnecessary travel to site

German market research also found that

- Enhance your professional image

customers a willing to pay up to 5% more

- Improve your product

for a machine when an option for remote
login and analyses where available. Over
35% of all customers are taking remote
monitoring and analyses services into consideration during the selection process.

- Reduce material stocking cost
- Anticipate rather than react
- Propose SMART services
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OpenICM SMART asset management
OpenICM is a web based software that enables service providers to manage assets.
Wether these assets are your own or those
of your customer, you will be able to do
lots of tasks like remotely monitor an asset
state, plan maintenance, manage breakdowns, allocate resources, predict assets
behavior and so on.
OpenICM is available for any device with a web browser or the ability to run Android or
IOS APP’s.
“What makes OpenICM diﬀerent ?, because OpenICM really connects to assets
and records breakdowns, what your maintenance crew is doing and why, OpenICM
gives a much more responsive and LEAN approach of doing maintenance”

eWon’s Flexy enables safe data exchange
The Flexy is a device enabling safe data exchange between control systems and webbased portals like OpenICM.
It’s easy to integrate into new and existing control systems without the need to alter anything
in the control system.
These unique features make the Flexy an ideal
start to SMARTEN your assets.
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Remote Monitoring & Maintenance
By placing a remote access system, you can run
diagnoses in OpenICM, use predictive maintenance and even watch the installation in realtime
and remotely perform maintenance tasks.
Usually you don’t even have to make any changes
to your existing control software when starting remote monitoring and diagnosis.
All you need to do is place a remote access system and connect it to the machine / process
control-system, connect to OpenICM and the data
will become available for analysis and if desired
alarms or trigger tasks can be determined for a
particular situation.
Remote maintenance, remote monitoring and
tracking & tracing solutions are not only relevant
for fixed installations but also on rolling stock,
containers, utilities and infrastructural systems.
Remote monitoring reduces the need for local
inspection and as a result reduces travel costs
and enhances the eﬀectiveness of the maintenance engineer.
In the longer term remote maintenance will increase your professional profile and service level
which will make you a more valuable partner for
any customer.

“Thanks to remote monitoring we are able to tell our
customers exactly when to replace a bearing.”
CEO P. Verberne (van Beek)

“After monitoring for a while we where able to
find weaknesses that we resolved in our new design.”
J. Smits (VDL)

Predictive Maintenance & Analyses
The best way to safe time and money is to predict rather than fix problems.
To transit from a reactive to a
proactive maintenance operation, OpenICM oﬀers a lot of
standard function blocks to
predict and analyze machine
and component behavior.
You can easily trigger alarms,
schedule maintenance and
generate charts and reports
from analyses outputs.
Predict maintenance based on
• FMECA / Criticality
• Realtime Measurements
• Maintenance statistics
• Vendor information

Improve your service level
• Schedule maintenance (automatically)
• Generate historical and realtime data reports
• Keep right stock levels
• Reduce customer downtime
• Deliver SMART service

How to get started
Step by Step, that’s the way to go…OpenICM allows you to start with very basic functions like structured assets recording and breakdown registration.
From there on you will start to build a history and learn from incidents, find root
causes and you will be able to identify assets that have a high or low demand.
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Safety & Security
Placing your data in the cloud might make you feel uneasy or unsure about safety issues
and ownership of data. Data security and privacy of your data is a top priority at UVS Industry Solutions. That’s why we not only certify our solutions but take cyber security to the
next level by devising innovative measures to prevent misuse.
Besides cloud hosting, your data can also be stored on-premises, so non of your data
leaves your company. For local storage and safety measures you can also rely on our engineers for advice and help to secure your data.
Your data will always be your data, OpenICM enables export of all your data to any other
storage or system of your liking. We will not hold back anything thats yours.
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UVS Industry Solutions is an eWON partner. eWON provides routers, data services
and cloud connectivity solutions to connect industrial machines and devices. Relying on a network of partners [system integrators and solution providers] eWON build
solutions that benefit from this connectivity to bring new innovation added value.
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